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Where do I start?
Chandra has been in orbit for 18 years – observations continue to fill the archive with scientifically rich data. In recent years
we’ve been improving the Chandra data analysis package CIAO (Chandra Interactive Analysis of Observations) so that it’s
easier for astronomers without a specialist background in X-ray astronomy to take advantage of this resource.
CIAO is easy to install: (Linux/MacOS): Get the ‘ciao-install’ script from cxc.harvard.edu/ciao/download and run it
ciao-install
(and follow prompts to select installation directory)
Chandra data is easy to get: use the archive search web page, or simply
find_chandra_obsid “Arp 220”
download_chandra_obsid 869
- and easy to prepare: (reprocessing data with latest calibrations, filter bad time intervals)
chandra_repro 869
You can then do more extensive interactive data filtering, but the default is usually good enough.
Sometimes you don’t even need to analyse the data yourself, but can just access the pre-prepared source catalog –
Release 2 coming soon, see other posters at this meeting or get source catalog fluxes from the command line
search_csc 14 09 22 +26 30 00

How bright is my source?

Where are my sources?

srcflux evt2.fits “03:29:29.2 +31:18:34.7” myflux.out
Source positions may be measured directly from ds9.
For systematic detection of faint sources in a crowded
field you can use the wavdetect program which
returns a set of source regions (example at right).

To support more detailed analysis srcflux creates output files (pha, arf, rmf) for
use in the model fitting program Sherpa – also available as a standalone
Python application outside of CIAO

How do I find out how to do other things to Chandra data?
•

CIAO Gallery: Click on the thumbnail
and get instructions on commands
needed to make the image

CIAO Threads: step-by-step
instructions for all Chandra
analysis

Sherpa – fitting of parameterized models to 1D
and 2D datasets, including support for fitting Xray spectra. Python user interface
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PSF Central: collection of documentation on the
Chandra point spread function.
Example:
simulate_psf : script to run Marx ray trace
tuned to your particular source

cxc.harvard.edu/ciao

